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Advanced Logistics Networks

Dr. Halit Üster, Caruth Hall 309, uster@smu.edu
Description of the Course:
This is an advanced course focusing on several topics in logistics with a network design perspective.
The emphasis will be on mathematical modelling, analysis and efficient solution methodologies.
Background in optimization (linear and integer programming) and some programming experience,
preferably with C++, are required.
There are three components of this course:
The first involves lectures in which the instructor covers several fundamental models, exact
and heuristic solution algorithms, and analysis.

Topics include facility location-allocation,

production/distribution system design, multi-commodity flow network design, vehicle routing,
location/routing, etc. Once this component is finished, an exam is given on the material.
In the second component, you are first required to identify three topics from the course outline
(your choice of three, but the final decisions will be made with the instructor). Then, you will need
find three published research articles (preferably recent and/or seminal articles) on each topic. For
this purpose, you should utilize the “Topics and Some Literature” section below which provides
you only a starting point to search the literature to find recent articles. This component is also
initiated with the first component, and by the end of the fourth week of semester, you should
provide the instructor with a list of your 9 papers for approval. Following a template provided by
the instructor, you prepare short summaries of these 9 papers (at most 2 pages each). Then, we
pick 2 or 3 papers (depending on the progression and time availability in the semester) from your
9 papers (either from the same topic or from two different topics) and you prepare and deliver a
presentation of these two papers. In doing so, you also lead the discussion with the rest of the class
on that topic.
The third component involves implementations of some of the algorithms covered in the previous
components. Your implementation should be able to read the input data (using available data
or synthetic data you generate) from an input file, execute the algorithm to solve the associated
problem and present the results in an easily understandable output file. For an implementation,
you are also required to prepare a short documentation outlining the problem and the algorithm
first, and then presenting the data structures and components (procedure, subroutines, etc) of the
whole program.

Grading: The grading for the class will be based on a
Component 1: Midterm Exam (35% - based on approximately the first half of the semester),
Component 2: Term Paper and Presentations (35% - topics selection, preparation, presentation,
report, must use LATEX(templates provided),
Component 3: Projects (30% - completeness, correctness, efficiency, documentation).
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Course Outline:
1. Review of Facilities Location Problems
2. Discrete Facilities Location-Allocation Problems
3. Production/Distribution System Design
4. Multi-commodity Flow Network Design
5. Hub-and-Spoke Network Design Problems
6. Routing Problems
7. Integrated Location-Routing Problems
8. Applications in Supply Chain Logistics and Communications

References (No textbook):
1. G. Ghiani, G. Laporte and R. Musmanno, Introduction to Logistics Systems Management,
2013, John Wiley and Sons, West Sussex, England.
2. P.B. Mirchindani and R. L. Francis (Eds.), Discrete Location Theory, 1990, John Wiley and
Sons, NY.
3. M.S. Daskin, Network and Discrete Location: Models, Algorithms and Applications, 1995,
John Wiley and Sons, NY.
4. P. Toth and D. Vigo (Eds.), The Vehicle Routing Problem, 2001, SIAM, Philadelphia, PA.
5. R.K. Ahuja, T.L. Magnanti and J.B. Orlin, Network Flows: Theory, Algorithms, and
Applications, 1993, Prentice-Hall, NJ.
6. J. Bramel and D. Simchi-Levi,Logic of Logistics: Theory, Algorithms, and Application for
Logistics Management, 1997, Springer-Verlag, NY.
7. D. Simchi-Levi, P. Kaminsky and E. Simchi-Levi, Designing and managing the supply chain:
concepts, strategies, and case studies, 2003, McGraw-Hill, NY.

Methodologies:
Commonly used solution procedures for the topics above include Branch-and-Cut Methods, Benders
Decomposition, Lagrangian Relaxation, Dual-based Methods, Heuristic Techniques.
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Topics and Some Literature
You can reach to a wealth of literature using library resources at http://www.smu.edu/CUL In
particular, you can search for e-journals subscribed by the university and request for articles not
available electronically by using electronic delivery resources (pdf to be downloaded). A good way
to search for articles related to one you have is to use the Citation Index or the Google Scholar
(http://scholar.google.com/). SMU has electronic subscription to Citation Index and it is
available at http://apps.webofknowledge.com/.
 Facilities Location-Allocation problems are concerned with the selection of new facility
sites out of a set of candidate locations and the allocation of customers to these facilities.
Thus, they are in the general class of discrete location models. There are two major classes
of problems in this category:

Uncapacitated problems where there are no capacity restrictions on the new facilities.
This is a very widely studied problem, well-known results are obtained using Lagrangian
relaxation [1, 2, 3] and the infamous dual-based iterative heuristic procedure [4].
Capacitated problems where the total demand assigned to a new facility cannot exceed the
capacity of the facility. There are two subclasses of this type of models: Multi-sourcing where
a customer can receive its total demand in portions from different new facilities [5, 6, 7];
and Single-sourcing models where each customer must be assigned to a single new facility
[8, 9, 10].
 Production-Distribution System Design (PDSD) problems These are mostly 2-stage
production-distribution systems involving plants-distribution centers (warehouses)- customers
(some recent studies consider 3-stage systems also including suppliers of the plants). Each
customer location specifies demand for different commodities. Design questions involve the
location of distribution centers, sometimes also the location of plants in the presence of
capacity constraints, the specification of the flow of commodities from plants to customers
through distribution centers. Modelling and solution studies and discussions include [11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17].
 Product Recovery Supply Chain Network Design problems In the area of supply
chain network designs that include product recovery (e.g. remanufacturing), the studies can
be classified under two general headings including reverse logistics network design (RLND)
and closed-loop supply chain network design (CLSCND). The former usually includes 2-stage
systems where returns, e.g. at retail locations, are sent to collection centers for sorting,
inspection, etc. and then, to remanucaturing locations [18, 19, 20, 21]. That is, in a
sense, these are reverse PDSD networks. In the latter, the PDSD and RLND structures are
considered together where the loop is closed via shipments from remanufacturing locations to
distribution centers [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27].
 Multi-commodity Flow Network Design problems studies generally began to appear
in the 80’s, after the deregulation of transportation services in the United States, when a
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severely competitive environment forced the common-carriage companies to search for ways
to improve the efficiency of their operations. Early studies [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]
were usually practical cases that provided theoretical insight and an introduction to the
general network design area, mostly in the context of freight transportation. There are two
mainstream equivalent formulations for network design/arc loading models:
Arc-based : The decisions relate to which arcs should be created and how the commodities
should be assigned to these arcs. In most of these studies, commodities can be bifurcated so
that portions of the commodity can follow different routes from origin to destination.
Path-based : All of the possible paths for the commodities are considered as decision
variables.
There are primarily two classes of problems utilizing these formulations.
Uncapacitated network design models concern the routing of multi-commodity flows over
general networks where there are fixed charges associated with each arc [36, 37, 38, 39, 40].
Concave arc cost models are considered in some studies [41, 42, 43, 44].
Capacitated models, attracted the attention of researchers only recently [45, 46, 47, 48, 49,
50]. These are usually motivated by telecommunication applications where communication
lines with different capacities must be considered in designing networks. Recent reviews of
general network design and the freight transportation area can be found in [51, 52, 53, 54, 55];
also see [56] for an extensive early bibliography.
 Hub location problems generalize the above discussed network design/loading models by
incorporating hub locations as decision variables. However, the hub networks are primarily
designed with a prespecified number of hubs with large capacities, e.g. location of airline
hubs. These designs assume that the hubs form a complete graph and that the flows on the
network must pass through at least one hub. Formulations of various hub location problems,
such as p-hub median and p-hub center, are given in [57], and early reviews are provided in
[58, 59, 60].
 Vehicle Routing problems In this type of problems customers are not served directly from
the facility, but rather on route followed by the vehicles initially stationed at the facility
(depot). The objective is to form a set of capacitated routes out of the depot visiting
each customer and having a minimum total length. Several variations exist such as splitunsplit demands, time window considerations, multiple-depots, pick-up and deliveries, and
backhaul considerations. Solution methodologies include branch-and-bound, branch-and-cut,
specialized heuristics and meta-heuristics [61].
 Location-Routing problems combine facility location and vehicle routing problems and
attempt to identify optimum depot locations from a given set of locations, assign customers
to the selected depots and determine the routing of capacitated vehicles located at the depots
through the assigned customers so that the total cost of transportation, depot location and
vehicle dispatch is minimized. Some solution algorithms and synthesis are described in [62,
63, 64, 65].
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OTHER INFORMATION
Title IX and Disability Accommodations
Disability
Accommodations

Students who need academic accommodations for a disability must first register with
Disability Accommodations & Success Strategies (DASS). Students can call 214768-1470 or visit http://www.smu.edu/Provost/SASP/DASS to begin the process.
Once they are registered and approved, students then submit a DASS
Accommodation Letter through the electronic portal, DASS Link, and then
communicate directly with each of their instructors to make appropriate
arrangements. Please note that accommodations are not retroactive, but rather require
advance notice in order to implement.
Sexual
All forms of sexual harassment, including sexual assault, dating violence, domestic
Harassment
violence and stalking, are violations of SMU’s Title IX Sexual Harassment Policy
and may also violate Texas law. Students who wish to file a complaint or to receive
more information about the grievance process may contact Samantha Thomas,
SMU’s Title IX Coordinator, at accessequity@smu.edu or 214-768-3601. Please
note that faculty are mandatory reporters. If students notify faculty of sexual
harassment, faculty must report it to the Title IX Coordinator. For more information
about sexual harassment, including resources available to assist students, please visit
www.smu.edu/sexualmisconduct.
Pregnant
and Under Title IX, students who are pregnant or parenting may request academic
Parenting Students adjustments by contacting Elsie Johnson (elsiej@smu.edu) in the Office of the Dean
of Students, or by calling 214-768-4564. Students seeking assistance must schedule
an appointment with their professors as early as possible, present a letter from the
Office of the Dean of Students, and make appropriate arrangements. Please note that
academic adjustments are not retroactive and, when feasible, require advance notice
to implement.
SMU Requirements
Religious
Observance
COVID-19
and
Other
MedicalRelated Absences

Excused Absences
for
University
Extracurricular
Activities

Final Exams

Religiously observant students wishing to be absent on holidays that require
missing class should notify their professors in writing at the beginning of the
semester and should discuss with them, in advance, acceptable ways of making
up any work missed because of the absence. Click here for a list of holidays.
Students who test positive for COVID-19 and need to isolate, or who are notified of
potential exposure, must follow SMU’s Contact Tracing Protocol. To ensure
academic continuity and avoid any course penalties, students should follow the same
procedures described by their instructors as they would for any other medical-related
absence in order to be provided with appropriate modifications to assignments,
deadlines, and exams.
Students participating in an officially sanctioned, scheduled university
extracurricular activity should be given the opportunity to make up class
assignments or other graded assignments that were missed as a result of their
participation. It is the responsibility of the student to make arrangements for
make-up work with the instructor prior to any missed scheduled examinations or
other missed assignments. (See 2020-2021 SMU Undergraduate Catalog under
“Enrollment and Academic Records/Excused Absences.”)
Final course examinations shall be given in all courses where appropriate, and some
form of final assessment is essential. Final exams and assessments must be

administered as specified in the official examination schedule. Exams cannot be
administered or due during the last week of classes or during the Reading Period.
Syllabi must state clearly the form of the final exam or assessment, and the due date
and time must match the official SMU exam schedule. Final exams are not required
to be provided online.
Student Support
Student Academic Students needing assistance with writing assignments for SMU courses may
Success Programs schedule an appointment with the Writing Center through Canvas. Students who
would like support for subject-specific tutoring or success strategies should
contact SASP, Loyd All Sports Center, Suite 202; 214-768-3648;
https://www.smu.edu/sasp.
Caring
CCC is a resource for anyone in the SMU community to refer students of concern to
Community
the Office of the Dean of Students. The online referral form can be found at
Connections
smu.edu/deanofstudentsccc. After a referral form is submitted, students will be
Program
contacted to discuss the concern, strategize options, and be connected to appropriate
resources. Anyone who is unclear about what steps to take if they have concerns about
students should either consult the CCC Reference Guide or contact the Office of the
Dean of Students at 214-768-4564.
Campus
Law

Carry In accordance with Texas Senate Bill 11, also known as the ‘campus carry’ law, and
following consultation with entire University community, SMU chooses to remain a
weapons-free campus. Specifically, SMU prohibits possession of weapons (either
openly or in a concealed manner) on campus. For more information, please see:
http://www.smu.edu/BusinessFinance/Police/Weapons_Policy.

